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TECIINICAL 1111 bIMANDUM 78133
A FAST ROUTINE FOR COMPUTING MULTIDIMENSIONAL
H I STOG RAMS
1. INTRODUCTION
Usually, a table look up procedure can be used to calculate histograms
for data containing up to two variables or having two dimensions, provided that
the range of each variable is known and a satisfactory class interval can be
selected that does not exceed the computer memory allocation. For example,
suppose that data representing two variables (two-dimensional data) have been
digitized to six bits so that each variable has an integer range of from 0 to 63.
The resulting joint histogram could have as many as 642
 = 4090 different ele-
ments, but In most cases not all of them will occur. All of the different ele-
ments would occur, however, if the two variables were Independent and com-
pletely random. To account for that possibility, a software routine would have
to specify that 4090 memory locations be set aside for counting the number of
occurrences (population) of each different element.
If N(I,J) is the population counter, and I and J are the data values
(0 to 03) of the two variables, then N(I, J) is increased by one o ery time the
paired values of I and J are encountered in the data. Thus, the paired data
values are the indices (table) of the population counter and there is a one to one
correspondence, hence the name table lookup. Usually a table look up proce-
dure wastes memory locations, since many of the different paired data values
I and J never occur, but the procedure is extremely fast.
The search procedure does not usually require as many memory loca-
tions, but it is a much slower approach. Thus, the tradeoff between the two
procedures is one of computer memory requirements versus computer time
needed to perform the search.
i
For the search procedure, not only is a population counter needed, but
another variable for identifying the different elements of paired values, I and J,
that have occurred is also needed. For the table look up procedure, the indices
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of the population counter were the Identifiers. In the search case, let N(K) be
the population counter of the Kth different element of paired values I and J. Then,
let M(K,L) be the identifier of the Kth different element (two-dimensional
vector) with L equal to one for the first component and L equal to two for the
second component. Thus, the value of M(K,1) and M(K,2) would be the
respective I and J paired values of the Kth different element. For every pair of
I and J values, the list of M(K,1) and M(4,2) has to be searched to determine
If the paired I and J values, respectively, are equal to any of the K identifiers,
M(K,1) and M(K, 2) . If I and J were the same as the Lth identifier, the search
would be terminated and the population counter N(L) would be incremented by
one. However, If the paired values of I and J were different from all of the K
identifiers, this new element of paired values would be added to the list by
setting M(K+1,1)=I, M(K+1,2)=J, and setting the population counter N(K+1)=1.
Thus, the list grows as new paired values are found and the search usually takes
longer and longer.
With multispectral image data, the memory location requirements are
usually too large to use a pure table look up procedure, and too much time is
required to use a pure search procedure. Therefore, the problem is to find an
efficient combination of a table look up and search procedure for calculating
multidimensional histograms.
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11. LANDSAT HISTOGRAM EXAMPLE USING
A PURE SEARCH PROCEDURE
Oi
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In one Landsat image there are 7 581 G00 picture elements (Psis), and
each Pel, which corresponds to a particular location of approximately 80 m
resolution in the ground scene, is represented by a four-dimensional vector.
The four components of this vector correspond to the reflected light intensity
In each of the four different spectral images acquired by the sensor at a partic-
ular ground scene location. All four spectral images are digitized to six bits,
but three of the Images are radiometrically corrected to seven bits. Hence,
in three of the images the data can range from 0 to 127, while in the fourth the
data can range from 0 to 63. The maximum number of different four-dimensional
vectors that could be generated with this combination of integers is 128 3 x 64 =
131 096 512. However, since there are only 7 581 600 Pels in an Image, and
not all of the vectors will be different, it is estimated that there could be as
many as a million, or at least several hundred thousand, different four-
dimensional vectors in one Landsat image. Thus, the memory requirements
for a four-dimensional hi3togram are huge regardless of what kind of procedure
is used.
2
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fA pure search procedure was written for an IBM-300/75 that would -
terminate after the desired amount of data was examined, or 10 000 different
four-dimensional vectors were found, or If the computer time exceeded a
speeded amount,. In the terminology of the Introduction, there were 10 000
N(K) + s and 10 000 M(K, L) i s with L going from one to four. Table 1 shows
the results of the search procedure as a function of the number of Pels, the
number of different vectors and computer time.
t`
TABLE 1. SEARCH PROCEDURE COMPUTER TIMES
Number of
Pets
Number of
Vectors
Computer Time
(s)
22 932 1975 111
22 932 1995 128
22 932 2234 134
22 932 2254 135
22 932 3172 174
22 932 3850 270
22 932 0213 517
22 932 0570 529
22 932 8039 721
12 000 2395 108
00 000 5073 080
120 000 0738 1505
132 000 0912 1735
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Two different cases are considered In Table 1. One is where there are
a moderate number of different vectors per number of Pels, and the other Is
where there are many more Pets than vectors. The first case Is a test site
containing 22 932 Pels, but the Image data were acquired over the test site at
nine different times and therefore contain a different number of vectors In each
acquisition. The second case is a different test site, and the search program
was started at the same Pet location each time, but the total number of Pets
examined was Increased with each run. Ln the first case the computer time is
more dependent on the number of vectors, while In the second case It appears
to be more dependent on the number of Pols. Table 1 Illustrates that for this
type search procedure, the computer time will be highly Independent on the
Image test site data and difficult to estimate.
The main reason the pure search procedure is so time consuming is that
each new and different vector will be compared with all of the previous vectors
that have been found before It is inserted in the table, and the vectors are not
ordered in any particular sequence, except for the order in which theysoccurred
In the image data. Thus, the problem is to Invent some ordering procedure so
that the number of searches can be drastically reduced.
111. COMBINATION TABLE LOOK UP AND SEARCH PROCEDURE
As a means of ordering the different vectors, it would be convenient if
each different four-dimensional vector could be represented by a unique single
number for a table look up procedure, but yet not exhaust and waste memory
locations. It would be even more convenient if these single numbers could be
consecutive integers starting with one and ending with a maximum number that
can be determined from the amount of memory locations that are allowable. In
the opening paragraph of Section II, it was shown that It is not practical to assign
a unique number to each different vector since it is not possible to count all tho
vectors with most computer systems. Ilowever, it is possible to count a con-
siderable number of different vectors at a reasonable rate if each different
vector is assigned a single integer number that Is approximately unique.
To describe this approximation, the use of the terms divisor, base, and
multiplier need to be discussed. Let h, Iz, I3 , and h be the components of a
four-dimensional vector or the value of the image data at a particular Pet
location for the four spectral images, and assume that the I values are 83, 37,
Iz,_._-.."
04, and 52, respectively. Each component value Is divided by a divisor and the
remainder is computed. For example, if the divisor is 10, then the remainders
R 1 , Rz, R3 , and R4
 would be 3, 7, 4, and 2, respectively. The base is used to
convert the four Integer remainders to one number. If the base is 10, then R1
Is multiplied by 10', RZ by 10 1, R3 by 102
 and Rq by 10 3 , and the resulting num-
bers are added together. For the particular example given, the vector 83, 37;
04, 52 would be converted to the shngle number 2473. Using a divisor and base
equal to 10, the largest single number that could be obtained for a four-
dimensional vector is 9999. These single Integer numbers are not unique since
there are Instances where different vectors will be converted to the same num-
ber, and to help distinguish them, a multiplier is needed. Suppose fo r the case
where the divisor and base are equal to 10, that it Is desirable to count up to
40 000 different vectors. The multiplier s computed by dividing 40 000 by 9999
and rounding off to the lowest Integer value, which In this case is four. Thus,
the vector 83, 37, 04, 52 is converted to the number 2473 by the divisor and
base, and that ^mur.nber is converted to 9892 by the multiplier, four. The multi-
plier by Itself does not solve the duplication problem, but it does provide the
capability for drastically reducing the number of searches that are required
when duplicate Indices or table values are encountered.
Thus far, the table look up part of the histogram procedure has been
described. The search procedure starts after the vector has been converted to
a single table number, K, and is based first on the population counter, N(K),
and then on the actual vector components, M(K, L), where L= 1, 2, 3, 4. If
the population counter N(K) is zero for a particular K value, then the population
counter is set equal to one and the components of the vector are put Into AI(K, L).
If the population counter N(K) is not equal to zero, then the vector components
are compared with the components that are in M(K, L) . If the vector components
are Identical to the M(K, L) components, then the population counter is Incre-
mented by one and the search is terminated. Otherwise, the table value IC is
fneremented by one and the search procedure is repeated with the population
counter N(K+1). The search procedure Is terminated when an empty space is
found in the table, an identical vector is found, or when the table is completely
filled. The index K can be incremented by one until the end of the table is
reached, which in the previous example was a value of 40 000. If the value
G'	 40 000 is reached, K is set to one and incremented from the beginning of the
table. This procedure is used until 40 000 different vectors are found, and the
program terminates when vector 40 001 is encountered.
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The multiplier performs the function of providing additional consecutive
locations in the table for different vectors having the same Index K. If the multi-
plier is four, then K is an Integral multiplier of four, which means that there are
three K values that cannot be computed from the vector data between every two
consecutive K values that can be computed from the vector data. For example,
consider tine two vectors 83, 37, 64, 52 and 84, 37, 64, 52, which only differ
by a value of one in the first component. The corresponding K values are 9892
and 9896, and the K values 9893, 9894, and 9895 cannot naturally occur in the
vector data. The three IC values that do not naturally occur could, for example,
be the table values for the vectors 73, 67, 44, 32; 53, 57, 14, 32; 23, 17, 84, 52
all of which have the Index 9892. Thus, the Index K telrs where to start search-
ing In the table and usually the search does not have to continue very long. If
the multiplier Is N, there will be N consecutive table locations available for
different vectors having tine same Index K, and the naturally occurring indices
are equally spaced. The preceding statement is true provided the divisor and
base are the same number. Occasionally, the situation arises where there are
many different vectors in the data that all have the same Index. When this
happens, some of the vectors may be placed In the table at considerable dis-
trnces from their index value and the search time for these vectors will Increase.
This situation can be remedied somewhat by making the base larger than the
divisor. This has the effect of inserting additional spaces of indices that do not
naturally occur in the vector data at table values that are integral multiples of
the base times the multiplier. The number of these spaces that are inserted
at each integral multiple Is equal to the difference between the base and divisior
times the multiplier. Making the base smaller than the divisor is not profitable,
since it usually Increases the probability of occurrence of index duplication in
the vector data and makes the search time longer.
The choice of a divisor, base, and multiplier will mainly depend on the
amount of computer storage that is available, but in some cases may depend on
the distribution of the data as previously discussed. A choice can be made by
using the relationship between the maximum number of different vectors K, and
the divisor D, base B, and multiplier AT which is given by
K ? M - (D - 1) • (1 + B + B  + B 3) with B >_ D and M ? 1
i
6
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This particular combination table look up and search procedure generally
proceeds at a fast pace until the table of vectors starts to fill up. For Landsat
Imagery It appears reasonable to assume that the table size should be approxi-
mately 20 percent of the total number of Pels examined for small test areas,
and this constraint can be considerably relaxed for test areas containing several
hundred thousand or more Pels. For Image data during the growing season, the
vector table needs to be made several times larger.
'
	
	 Table 2 shows the results of the combination table look up and search
procedure for various Landsat test areas. hi this case the computer time
appears to be mainly dependent on the number of Pels and the distribution of the
vector data, provided the table size is large enough, and mostly Independent of
the number of different vectors.
TABLE 2. COMBINATION TABLE LOOK UP AND SEARCIi
PROCEDURE COMPUTER TIMES
Number of
Pels
Number of
Vectors
Computer Time
(s)
Table Size
(vectors)
21 504 450 7 30 000
21 504 3 552 7 30 000
21 952 472 6 •40 000
21 952 3 598 7 40 000
51 000 1 118 14 40 000
51 000 11179 15 `30 000
310 800 11 180 80 30 000
310 800 19 602 76 30 000
310 800 27 847 96 40 000
312 000 33 670 56 60 000
708 000 54 905 457 50 000
1 440 000 25001 347 40 000
1 440 000 27 696 505 40 000
1 440 000 31 751 424 40 000
F
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IV. APPLICATIONS
The main application of the multidimensional histogram computation Is
multiimage or multivariable signal processin;x, provided the number of different
vectors does not reach an unmanageable size. As more °.napes are added to
the data set or as the dimensionality Increases, the number of different vectors
will increase drastically and some averaging process, such as a clustering
approach, may be needed to reduce the number of different'vectors to a manage-
able size. In cases where the number of different vectors is much smaller than
the number of Pels, considerable savings in processing costs can be achieved
by extracting the multidimensional histogram Information and reformatting the
Image data. The reformatting takes the form of placing the vectors at the
beginning of the data, together with the number of times each ve6)r occurs,
followed by the image with one number at each Pel location that identifies the
vector that belongs there. This type of format permits each vector to be
processed once, instead of processing every Pel, and the results of the processing
can then be applied to each Pol with more cost effectiveness by using a table look
up procedure. This type of format is efficient for all types of processing, except
those that require spatial averaging such as filtering and interpolation. The
types of processing that require spatial information could be performed by
reconstructing the Image data to its original form, but more different vectors
would be generated as a result of the spatial processing. The main types of
processing that would benefit from such a format include classification inven-
tories, image ratloing and differencing, density stretching, lower order distribu-
tion computations, and other types of image transformations. The number of
different vectors contained In an image could also be used as a measure of image
complexity, and as a criterion for evaluating various Image processing techniques.
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APPENDIX A
FORTRAN PROGRAM LISTING
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LFVEL 21 .8 1	 JUN 74 1	 '15/360	 FORTRAN 11
LIIMPILEP	 JPTILN6 — JAnt;=	 MAIN,OPT=12,LINFCN7a56,SI2Cv)))JK,
^OJiLC, EACDiC, Nnl ISrrN WFfK,L(IAUrMAPr NOFUIf7 TUrtvllX•CF
ISN 1.102 LOGILALvII
	 i.14JJJ0,4),M(4),A(764)
ISN 0003 OIMUVSIUJ NPUP14000U1,NNI12J)
C
C TIIF
	
PPJGRAi LUMPUICS
	
A 4	 OIMENSIONA1
	
HISTL104AM.
C THE v"riRS ARE REAL IN ONF RLCJPU AT F.
r TI4L
	
IIi IN„	 TIIF	 VA R IAJLF	 A.
C hit,J1=rllr	 J CII4PrN0T$ Or	 THr	 I	 UIFFE W FNT	 VECTr,RS	 IN	 THE rAJLL
C NP.IPIII=TIIL	 NI)MJ(:R	 OF	 rICCURRFNCES 1 r F	 THE	 I TH VLCrr)K	 IN	 THE	 T.1ULL
L NUT I1 = T I (P 4J44FK [IF JIFFFRCNT	 VLCTfN S	 THAT	 OCCJR	 I	 T IMLS
C P=THE	 LJMPUVr,41S [IF	 A VFCrNR	 .
C Jl0ANU=N'1MacK 41	 SPFLTPAL
	 IMAGF$ 0R VFCTnP DI'iFNSIU\
C NPIA-4U'4li Flt (IF
	 PFLS	 ;I LK	 rFLrk0
C NOITL=I.14ILK OF	 A RIT -iYTLS PER	 RICOPU,	 THE	 A c OUMFt.T OF A
C MRFC•NpeALk III 	 RtMI DS TO I:XAMINI
C KOU . vT=A	 VANIAALL USFI)
	
TO COONI	 Till'	 hU'1JFP	 -IF	 DIFFERENT	 VLLTOAS	
-
C KNT=A	 3 AKI,IMLF USE.)
	
TJ COUNT	 THL NUMOI.R	 OF Plr111RF tLFMFNr61PFL51
C IMIH)=Ul VI S'1K
f. JMljC=1,ASF
C JFAL=•IJLTIPLIL4
r hSKIP=(`lI/MHLK OF	 REC1,14 1 )5	 TO	 HC	 SKIP
C
C STRITM-SU94 Iur IN6 	 TO START CLOCK FUh PRrNTIhO TILT COMPUTER	 TIME
ISN 3)04 C41 L	 st- 	TM
C
G nW1TL•	 TITLE	 FUR	 (JLTPUT	 PALF
ISN 00(15 WPITE(6,11))
ISN 0006 7(10 FCWMAT('	 HASH I ,9X,'LACIF	 FILE	 I',/)
f.
ISN J))7 PtAr.10, 7111 NS611,NRANi1,NPIX,N91 TF,h « Pf.rJFM1C, V7LIUr JMiiL1
ISN 1000 701 FOR:MATIJ15)
ISN 0009 WPITEla,7U1)NSPIP,NPIX,^4kLC,JFAC,1Mr0,JM00
ISN 0010 711 FOk11AT( I 	WOW .5	 SKIPPf:D =1 15, 0 	PIXL LS USFD=115,
C 	 RLCUI(DS	 q N.a+' 15, 4R1L ri PL ICR='15.'	 IIIVISRR='15, 1 AASF= 1 15,/1	 -
ISN 0011 KNT=J
ISN '1')12 KOUNT=1
C
C MFAL=A VARIAJLE USLV TU PRINT OUT 111L PCL t1U4RFP 	 AT	 EACH	 100TH
C AND 1J0JTH NEW VPCT-JR
ISN 0013 MFAL=IU,)
C
L SKIP NSKIP RLLURUS
ISN 1914 IF(NSKCP.EU.U)GO Tn AT
ISN 1)16 UO	 6J	 1=1,NSKIP
ISN 0017 REAL	 ILJIA
ISN 0318 11) CDNTINUF
C
L IFF.AT=HAKIHUM NUMOFR or OIFFERFNT Vf CTORS ALLOWFO
ISN. 0019 111 IFEAT=4J)J)
C
C INITIRLIAL	 ALL	 VECTOR POPULATIONS TT. LFRr)
ISN 0020 DU	 J3	 I=I,IFEAT
ISN 0021 NPOP11)=II
,
OntomaL ppea CS
G: Piro
X	 10
I!
ISN 0722 63 CONTI14UL
C
C IOUP 300 READ IN NRLC RFCORDS
ISN 0023 DI)	 300	 1=I.NREC
C
C READ IN ONE PLCNRO
ISN 0024 READ	 (LOIA
C
C ACCUMULATE FOUR U14ENSTUNAL HISTOGRAM FOR EACH
C RELORU.	 J.	 JA,	 JB.JC ARE IIYTL COUNTERS FOR FACH PIXEL.
ISN 0025 9) OO IJ) J-L.VBITE.NBANU
C
C COUNT EVERY PICTURE ELEMENT IPFL)
ISN 0126 KNT-KN(^L
C.
C CET EACH VECTOR CUT OF A AND PUT 	 INTO 4
ISN 0727 91 JA=J1L
ISN 0)28 JB=JAtl
ISN 0029 JC-JRFI
ISN 0030 Mill-AIJI
ISN 0)31 M(21=AIJAI
ISN 0032 M131=AI.JR)
ISN 0033 M(4)=AIJC)
C
C 4 OIME451UNAL HISTOGRAM ROUTINE
	 (COMBINATION TABLF L00K UP/SEARCH
C PROCEOJREI
C BEGIN TABLE L00K UP PART
ISN )J34 L=0
ISN 0735 DO 99 148=1.4BANU
ISN 0036 ID=MINO)-IMOU*(MIARI/IM0U1
ISN OJ37 L-IU+L*JMUU
ISN 0038 99 CONTINJE
ISN 0039 L-L*JFAC+l
END TABLE LOOK UP PART, 	 START SEARCH PART
ISN 0)40 W) IFIVPUPIL-).NL.01GO	 TO	 (10
f,
C HAVE FIIUNU A NEW VECTOR,	 INCREMENT VECTOR COUNTER
ISN 0042 KUUNT=KUUNT+!
C
C MN	 ISA FEATURF. VECTOR COUNTFR THAT	 IN9FNTIFIES
C EVERY	 l.)JTH AND	 10)OTH VECTOR
ISN 0043 MN=KOUNT-(K0UNT/MFAC)oMFAC
ISN 0044 IF	 (M4.NE.U)	 GO	 TO	 L)L
ISN 0046 IF(KUUNT.(;L.990O)MFAC-I3U)
ISN 0048 X=KNT
ISN 0049- Y=KUUNT
ISN 0050 X=X/Y
C
C PRINT PEL NUMBER FOR EVERY LOOTH AND 1000TH VECTOR
ISN UJSI 'WRITE16.8JJ)I.KNT.KUUNT.X
ISN 0952 80) FORMAT(1X.ISLAN=115.2X.IPEL.N(1.=•l9.2X.IVECT.NO .=015.10X.
GIP/V-IF15.6)
C
1
11
ii
-
C CHECK	 TO SEE	 1 17 LIMIT ON NUMBER UP VECTORS,I
C 15 EXCEEDED
ISN 0053 101 IF	 (KUUNT.GT.IFEAT)GO TO 400
C
' C SET POPULATION OF NEW VECTOR TO ONE r
ISN 4055 NPUPI)=1
C
C PUT NEW VECTOR INTO TABLE
ISN 0056 DO 1J5 NO-1,NBAND
ISN 0057 - N(L.NRI-MINOI
ISN 0058 105 CONTINUE
-
ISN 0059 GO TO 200 !^
C
- C CHECK TO SEE
	
IF VECTOR	 IS IN TABLE
ISN 0060 LID DO	 120 NB-1.NOANU
ISN 0061 IF(NIL.NB).NE.M(N8)1GU 	 TO	 L30
ISN 0063 12J CUNTINJE
C
C VECTOR	 IS IN TABLE,
	 INCREMENT POPULATION COUNTER
ISN 0064 NPJP(LI-NPOP(L)*L_
ISN 0065 GO TO 200 -'
f.
-
C VECTOK	 IS NUT	 ITHE SAME	 AS	 THE ONE	 WITH	 INDEX L.
C TRY THE NEXT	 INDEX
ISN 0066 130 L=L+1
C
C CHECK	 TO SEE	 IF	 INDEX
	
IS LARGEP	 THAN END OF TABLE
C IF SU.	 SET	 INDEX TO ONE ANU START AT BEGINNING Or TABLE
* ISN 0367 IFIL.GF.IFEATIL=1
ISN 0069 GO TO 13)
u
C HFTURN
	 TO NEXI	 VECTOR
ISN 0070 200 CONTINUE
G
C RETURN TU NEXT HECORD
ISN 0071 300 CuNTINUE
C
C HAVE COMPLETEU HISTOGRAM
C PRINT LAST NEW VECTOR AND PEL NUMBER THAT OCCUPRED -
ISN 0972 403 X=KNT
ISN 0073 Y=KUUNT
ISN 0074 X=X/Y
ISN 0075 1=1—L
ISN ()O'$ WRITE(6adOO)I.KNT.KGIINT.X
C
C WRITI[ 1)UT FEATURE VECTORS THAT OCCUR
C AT LEAST	 1000 TIMES
_ ISN 0077 DO 00	 I=L.IFEAT
ISN 0078 IF	 INPJP(U .LT.I000IGU	 TO 450
ISN J089 WRITE	 16.81))	 INII.NC ).NC=I.41.NPOP(l)
ISM 0081 810 FORMAT(LX,4114).'PUP.=1171
ISN 0082 450 CONTINUEC
C POPULATION UISTRIBUTIJN 	 IN LOGARITHMIC	 INCREMENTS I
I)
Y
1
t
`	
i
a
12 t
24
ISN 01133 OO	 SJJ	 I . l. tzJ
ISN 00114 NNI II=J
ISN 00125 500 CONTINUE
ISN J)06 011	 5y)	 I=L.IFEAT
ISN 0007 I F (NPOP I I).LE.31C0 	 TO	 551
ISN 0009 11^NPUPII)/IUOO
ISN 0 1590 IF(II.LI.i)GU	 TJ	 543
ISN 0092 11=IIF109
C.
C IMF	 A6')Vl LUONIS	 THE NU4dEtt Of	 VECTTRS THAT OCCUR	 IJJJS OF TIMES
ITN J)93 0D	 70	 541)
ISN 0994 51) 11-10013 11 )/IJJ
ISN UJ95 IF	 (11.LT.11W	 It)	 530
ISN IJ91 11-11+91)
C
C THE AHJVE LUUNTS Till' NUMOER (IT VLCTNPS	 THAT OCCUR	 I00S OF TIMES
ISN 119911 00	 TU 5',15
ISN JU99 5115 II=.vP 015111
C
C TI11•	 AUUVI'	 C)UNTS	 TIIF	 N1I M dFR OF	 VLCfOI.S THAT OCCUR IR(1M	 1-99
	 TIMES
ISN 1100 54J NNl lit=.W lllitt
ISN 9111 5^i) CttNTINJL
ISN 0101 1111
	
StiJ	 1=1,94
ISN .)193 I F INN I I I. LT. I)OJ	 In	 rit,0
ISN JI 15 X-NN11)>I 115
ISN 0106 X=X/Y
C
C PRINT	 "HF
	
NJ401. Ii IF	 VEC fUR4 THAT OCCUR	 1-99 TI.MLS
ISN 31J7 WRITE(j.UtU)1.9i(I),X
ISN 01011 520 FORMA 
I 
I I X	 4O,DCCIIRRFNCFS- I 15, I X, I HOW	 MANY-	 19 r'	 PEdCENTd I F 0.4)
ISN OIC9 560 CON T INUI:
ISN 911J J=J
ISN 0111 UO	 570	 I - IJ). 119
ISN tll)2 IF	 (NNI I).L T. 1101	 I1)	 570
ISN 0114 J-J+I1)
ISN 0115 X-NN11141 JJ
ISN 0116 X-X/YC
G PKINI 	 TIIF .YJN3FR PF	 VECTORS THAT O(CUR
	
1005 DF	 IIMES
ISN. 31.17 WR1Ttl6.d2U)J.NN( I),X
ISN 0118 570 CUNTINuF
ISN )119 J-0
ISN U12J DII	 5015	 I=Il ). 12)
ISN 0121 IFIP.NII I.LT.11G0	 TO	 570
ISN 9123 J-J+Ijj)
ISN 9124 X-NNI1161J.)
ISN 0125 X=X/Y
C,
C PRINT	 Tllc	 NJMbFk CF VLCTURS THAT	 OCCUR	 I)O)S	 (IF	 TIPLS
ISN 0126 WPITB(6,1)20)J.NN(1).X
ISN 0127 -3110 CONTI.NJF
C
C CALL	 TIME RJUTINI.	 AND PRINT ELAPSFO	 TIME
ISN 0120 CALL CEIF.IH
ISN 0129 LALL	 PIITETM
ISN 0130 REWIND	 lJ
ISN 0131 STOP
ISN 0132 END
13
M
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APPENDIX B
SAMPLE OUTPUT RESULTS
4
f
I
s
J
1	 '
yy'1
C
OMNa PAW IS
5d
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HASH	 LACIE FILE 1
RECOPOS SKIPPED-	 U PIXELS USCU • 196 RECORUS USED- 112PULTIPLIER •	4 DIVISOR-
SCAN-	 2	 PEL.NO .- 213 VECT.NO.- 103 P/V° 2.12999916
SCAN-	 3	 PEL.NO.- 43J VECT.ND. • 200 P/V• 2.14999967
SCAN-	 4	 PEL.NO.- 679 VECI.NO. • 300 P/V- 2.26333332
SCAN-	 6	 PEL.NO.- 988 VECT.NO .- 433 P/V• 2.46999931
SCAN-
	
7	 PEL.NO .- 1314 VECT.NO.- 500 P/V• 2.62799931
SCAN-
	
19	 PEL.NO .- 1912 VECT.NU .- 6)) P/V• 3116466649
SCAN-	 12	 PEL.NO.- 2241 Vt'T=YO. • 7)) P/V- 3.25857)67
SCAN-
	
15	 PEL.NU.- 179' VECT.NO.. 800 P/V• 3.49374962
SC4N-	 III	 PFL.NO. • 1448 VECT.NU.- 919 P/V- 3.03111095
SCAN-	 22	 PEL.NO.- 4157 VECT-NO.- 13J3 P/V• 4.15699959
SCAN-	 25	 PEL.NO .- 4749 VECT.NO .- 1100 P/V• 4.31727219
SCAN-	 30	 PFL.NO. • 5762 VECT.NU.- 12) 1) P/V° 4.00165626
SCAN-	 34	 PEL.N(I.- 6651 VETT.NII.- 13)J P/V- 5.11613372
SCAN. 	43	 PEL.NO.- 6298 VECT.NU.- tAJO P/ V- 5.92714214
SCAN-	 48	 PEL.NO.- 93.16 VECT.NJ. • 15)) P/V- 6.20 399952
SCAN-	 52	 PEL.NO.- 10107 VECT.NO.- 160J P/V• 6.31687453
SCAN-	 56	 PEL.NO.- 10810 VLCT.NU. • 1 7 06 P/V• 6.35852282
SCAN-	 62	 PEL.NU.- I2LL9 VECT.NU .- )M)J P/V• 6.7327776)
SCAN-	 68	 PEL.NO.- 13266 VECT.NO.- 1900 P/V° 0.98210526
SCAN-
	
72	 PE L.NN. • 13939 VtCT.NU.-'2040 P/V• 6.96949959
SCAN.
	 75	 PEL.NU .- 14672 VECT.NO.- 21)9 P/V• '6.98666573
SCAN-
	 78	 PEL.NO.- 15162 VECT.NU.' 2200 P/V- 6.89181835
9C61i .	60	 PEL.NU.< 15646 VECT.NU.- 2300 P/V• 6.80260849
SCAN-
	
03	 P£L.NO.- 16197 VECT.HU .- 2400 P/V• 6.74074573
SCAN-	 05	 PEL.NO.- 16546 VECT.NU.- 2500 P/1. 6.61839962
SCAN-
	
37	 PEL.NU .- 1.903 VECT.NO.- 2600 P/'V- 6.53192234
SCAN-	 09	 PEL.NO .- 17408 VECT.NU .- 2700 P/V- 6.4474)677
SCAN-	 92	 PEL.NO.- 17097 VECT NU. . 2000 P/V• 6.39178562
SCAN-
	
94	 PEL.NO.- 18364 VECT.NO . +. 2930 P/V• 6.33970949
SCAN-
	
97	 PEL.NO.- 10873 VECT.NU.- 3000 P/V- 6.79099941
SCAN-	 99	 PEL.ND.- 19328 VECT.NO.- 3100 P/V- 6.23483049
SCAN-	 131	 PEL.Ntl.- L4794 VECT.NO.- 32JJ P/V- 6.18562412
SCAN-
	
104	 PEL.NO .- 20323 VECT.NO.- 3300 P/V- 6.L5U48446
SCAN-	 117	 PEL.NU.- X855 VECT.NL).- 340D P/V= 6.13382339
SCAN-
	 110	 PEL.NU.- 2139) V66 T.NU.° 35JO P/V• 6.11142626
SCAN-
	 LIZ	 PEL.NU.- 21952 VECT.Nd. • 3590 P/V• 6.10116673
ND.000URRENTES-	 I HON 
MANY 
• 1505 PERCENT- 43.4964
NO. 000IIRR ENE ES - 	 2 HOW MANY- 582 '.EPCENT- 16.1756
NO.00 CUR  ENCES-	 3 H04 MANY- 351 PERCENT- 9.7554
NO.000LIRAENCES-	 4 HOW MANY- ZC5 PERCENT- 5.6976
NO.000URRFNCES-	 5 HUW MANY- 122 PERCENT- 3.3908
NO.000ORRENCES-	 6 HOW MANYO 87 PERCENT- 2.4LOO
NO.000URRENCES-	 7 HOW MANY- 77 PERCENT- 2.1401
NO.L1000RRENCES=	 a I101W MANY- 54 PERCENT- 1.5)30
NO.%CURRENCES .	9 HOW MANY- 53 PERCENT- 1.4730
NU. OCCURRENCES=	 I0 HOW MANY- 42 PERCENT- [.1673
NO. 000ORR FNCES •	11 HOW MANY- 28 PERCENT- 3.7782
NO.000UPRENCES-	 12 HOW MANY- 35 PERCENT- 0.9728
NO.000URRENCES-	 13 HON MANY- 33 PERCENT- 0.9172
NO. OCCURR ENC ES - 	 14 HOW MANY- 28 PFRCENT • 3.1702
NO. OCCUR 9 ENCES-	 15 HOW MANY= ZZ PFRCENT• 0.6115
NO.000URRFNCES-	 16 HOW MANY- 19 PERCENT= 0.5261
NO.000IIR R ENC E5° 	 17 HON MANY= 19 PERCENT- 0.5201
NO.000URRENCES-	 10 HOWMANY- L6 PERCENT- 0.4447
NO.000URRENCES •	19 HON MANY = 17 PERCENI- 0.4725
NO.00CURRFNCES-	 20 HUWMANY- 4 PERCENT- O.L112
NO.00 CUR  ENC E •	 21 HOW MANY- 15 PERCENT- 0.4169
NO.JI CCU PR ENC ES =	22 HON MANY- , 15 PERCENT = 0.4169
9 RASE-	 10	
n
^J
I
°a. r
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,..
r
i
ii
1.
NO.OLCURRENCFS- 23 HOW MANY- 5 PERCENT = 0.1390
NO.000URRENCES- 24 HOW MANY= 6 PERCENT- 0.2223
NO.000URRENCES- 25 HOW MANY- 6 PERCENT- 0.!660
NO.n000RRENC.ES- 26 HnW MANY- 12 PERCENT= 0.3335
NO.000URRENCES- 27 HOW MANY- 12 PERCCNT- 0.3335
NII.000IIRRENCFS- 20 H06 MANY= 10 PERCENT- O.Z779
Nn.00011RRFNCES- 29 HOW MANY= 2 PERCENT- 0.0556
NO.n000RRENCFS- 30 HOW MANY = 4 PERCENT- 0.1112
NO.000URRENCES- 31 !IOW MANY= 7 PERCLNT- 0.1946
NO.00CURRFNCFS- 32 HOW MANY= 7 PERCENT = 0.1946
NO.000IIRRENCES- 33 HOW MANY- 7 PLPLENT- 0.1946
NO.UC.CIIRRF.NC.ES- 34 HUW MANY- 1	 PCRCFNT- 0.0278
NO.000IIRRENCES- 35 HOW MANY- 5 PERCENT- 9.1390
NO.f1CC.UHRFNCLS= 36 HOW MA.0- 2 P(RCENT- 0.9556
NO.n000RRFNCFS- 37 !IOW MANY= 3 PERCENTS 0.0034
NO.000URRENCES- JS MOW MANY- 5 PERCFNT- 0.1390
NU.000IIRRENCFS- 19 HOW MANY- 6 PERCENT- 0.1668
NU.nCCHPRENCFS . 40 IInw MANY- 4 PERCENT- O.L112
NO.00.CURRFNC,F.S- 41 HO4 MANY = 4 PLACE NT- 0.1112
NIL OCCUR K ENCFS- 42 HOW MANY = 3 PFRLLNT = 0.)834
Nn.000UPRFNCES- 43 HOW MANY- I PLRCCNI- 0.0276
NII.000UNRENCF.S- 44 1406 MANY- 2 PERCFNT- 00556
NO.000URR FNC ES- 45 HOW MANY = 6 PERCFNT- 0.1668
N0.000UBRFNCFS- 46 HOW MANY= l PERCENT- 0.0276
NN. OC.CURR FNC FS- 47 HOW MARY- I PFHCCNT = 9.0279
No.nCC11RRENCkS- 48 HOW MANY- 3 PERCENT = 0.0834
NII.000IIRRFNCES- 49 HOW MANY- 2 PERCLNT= 0.0556
NO.000UHRENCFS- 50 1106 MANY= 1 PCRCENT- 0.0278
NO.nCCI1RRFN0.FS- 52 HOW MANY = 5 PERCENT- 0.1390
NO.IICCIIRRFNLFS- 53 HOW MANY- I	 PLRCENT- 0.0270
NII.n000RRENCES- 54 HOW MANY- b PERCENT- 0.16611
NII.nCCIIRRFNCFS- 55 HOW MANY = 2 PERCENT- 0.0556
NH.nCGPARENCES- 56 HOW MANY = 2 PERCFNT = 0.0556
N1I.O000PRENCFS= 60 HOW Y. ANY= 5 PERCCNT= 0.1190
Nn.000uRwFNCF.S- 61 HOW MA 4Y = 2	 1 1 1, RC 	 NT- 0.0556
N O. n CC( P R P N C E S- 0r2 flow MANY- 2 PERCLNT = 0.0556
NO. Of. 0UR R FNCES- 63 !IOW MAaY- 3 PLRCENT- 0.01134
N0.On CUR 
	 EN C. C: S- 64 HON AA, Y - 2 PFMCFNT- 0.0556
NO. 000.IIHR FNnFS- 65 !IOW MANY= I PLRCENT- 3.0270
NO.O C Cl IR R EN C E S- 66 !IOW MANY= 2 PLRCFNT- 0.0556
NO. 00 CI I A R FN C F S- 61 !IOW MA:JY- 2 PLRCENT- 0.0'i 5h
1,111.13000RRENCES= 6II NOW MANY= I PFPCLNT = 3.1270
NO.nCCURRFNCES- 69 HOW MANY- 2 PCRCFNT = 0.0551.
NO. CCCUkR FNCES- 71 !IOW MANY = 2 PFHCFIIT- 0.0556
Nn. TIC CIIRR FNCES = 71 !IOW MANY = 3 PLRCENT- 0.11134
Nn.00011RRFNC.ES- 73 HNW MANY = 3 PCRCFNT = 0.0034
NO.000URRCKES- 1. !IOW :4ANY- 2 PERCCNT • 0.056
VO.0001IPR FNOES- 77 1104 MANY- I PLRCENT= 0.0278
NO.n000RRFNCFS- 76 NOW MANY= 3 PERCENT = 0.0034
NO.000IIRR ENCFS = 79 HOW MANY- 2 PERCCNT= 0.1556
NO.000URR ENCFS= 110 HOW MANY- 2 PFRCENT- 0.155h
NO.nCCu PR ENCFS= III HOW MANY- 1	 PFRCENT- 0.0218
Nn.0001IRRFNCF.S- 82 How MANY- 2 PERCENT = 0.155o
NO.000URR ENCES = 83 HnA MANY= 1 PERCLNT = 0.3270
NO.000URR FNCES • 04 NON MANY-. I PERCCNT = 0.0278
NO.000URRFNCFS- 85 HOW MANY- I PFRCENT- ).0278
Nn.nCCHRRFNCES- 67 HOW MANY- I PFRCENT- O.OZ70
NO. OCCURR FNCES- 89 HOW MANY- l PERCLNT- 0.0278
NU. OCCURRENCES- 92 HOW MANY= 1 PERCENT- U.J278
NO.000URR ENCES- 94 HON MANY- I PLRCENT- 0.0278
NO.000URR ENCFS- 97 HOW MANY- lPFRCENT= 0.0270
NO. nC.C11R11 ENCES- 99 HOW MANY- 1 PFRCENT- 11.1278
110.11000RRENCES- 100 HOW MANY = 10 PERCENT- 0.2779
NO. nCCIIPRENCES- 203 HUH MANY- I	 Pf RCENf- 0.0278
FLAPSEO 7IMF -- H1NUTbS - 0	 SLCENIIS -	 5.11
,i
VP. LL
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